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Interfaclal .electron transfer as a significant step in photoelectrochemical 
reactions on some semiconductors 

J.O'M. Bockris 

Department o{Chemistry. Texas A&M Uni'liersity, College Station, Texas 77843 

K. Uosaki and H. Kita 
Department o[Chemistry. Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Japan 

(Received 18 August 1980; accepted for publication 3 November 1980) 

Photoelectrochemical kinetics at the semiconductor-solution interface has been considered in all 
treatments in the literature, except one, to be rate controlled by processes inside the semiconduc
tor. Evidence is presented which suggest that. at least for cathodic reactions ~np-~Te, the rate 
determining step is interfacial electron transfer, and a part of the total potentIal difference at the 
interface exists in tbe Helmholtz layer. 

PACS numbers: 68.48. + f 

INTRODUCTION 

In the treatment of electrochemical processes, one re
gards several steps as occuring consecutively, one of which is 
rate determining. This step may change with the poten~ial, 
pH, etc. The mechanism of photoelectrochemical reactions 
at semiconductor electrodes is not well understood. I At suf
ficiently large potential biases (saturation region), the depen
dence of the photocurrent on potential must become con
trolled by a transport process of charge carriers to the inter
face.l-4 At small potential biases (which may represent the 
significant region for practical devices), other processes than 
transport within the solid, in particular, the interfacial trans
fer of electrons from the semiconductor to acceptors in the 
solution, or vice versa, may become rate determining. In the 
literature, the assumption of most theories (but cf. Refs. 5. 6, 
and 9) is that processes within the solid control the photoe
lectrochemical rate. Here, it will be shown that interfacial 
charge transfer is rate determining for lower biases of n
CdTe photocathodes. 

Experimental details of the work-one result of which 
is here interpreted-have been given in previous papers.6-7 

RESULTS 

The photocurrent-potential relations of p-type CdTe in 
I-N NaOH under illumination of900-W Xe lamp are shown 
in Fig. I . The existence of oxygen in the solution affected the 
shape of the J-V curve radically. When oxygen was removed 
by bubbling with hydrogen for 30 min., the photcurrent was 
only observed after the electrode potential became more neg
ative than - 0.75 V (NHE), despite the positive flat band 
potential (+ 0.21 V). However, when the experiment was 
carried out without removing oxygen, the photocurrent was 
observed at a potential as positive as - 0. 1 V and reached 
the saturated photocurrent at around - 0.3 V, then in
creased again from - 0.7 V. 

DISCUSSION 

Ifin a cathodic reaction the supply of photoexcited elec
trons from the bulk to the semiconductor surface is the rate 

determining step, the photocurrent jp is given by 

jpajp = i '" Np(E) dE, (I J 

wherejp is the number ofphotoexcited elect.rons arriving at 
the surface per unit time and area and Np(E) IS the number of 
photoexcited electrons arriving at the surface pe( unit time 
per unit a rea, with energy between E and E + dE. Energy 
levels are taken as zero at the bottom of the coduction band 
at the surface. Acoording to this mechanism, the photocur
rent should begin to be observed at a potential just negative 
(for ap-type electrode) to the flat band potential. An example 
where such a prediction holds well is Ti02• 

8 Because Ti02 is 
an ,,-type semioonductor, the anodic photocurrent is ob
served at a potential just positive to the fl at band potential. 
However, for p-CdTe, the potential at which the current is 
observed is not thatofthe Hat band region. The photocurrent 
(Fig. 1) was observed at a potential at least 0.3 V negative to 
the flat band potential with O2 in the solution and at least 
0.96 V more negative with respect to the flat band potential 
in the absence of 02' 
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FlO. I. Potential dcpcndcnceorphot~urrent ofCdTe in I-N NaOH with 
and without 0, in solution. Broken lines: 0. present; continuous lines: no 
0, present. 
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where ip,i is the photocurrent due to eleCtron transfer to_ an .,Y 

accepter i (e.g., H)O+), Wi(E) is the tunneling probability for 
electron traiisfet'from a semiconductor to the ,IlCCeptor iin' " 
the solution at energy EtoE + dE~ and G/(E) is thl? number 
of acc.eptors of!ype i in the solutipn which ~as le~els at en,e_x:
gyEto'E+dE; Forthepr~nt~, - ;t tH: " , -
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where i; o, and ip,H,O. are the ph<?tocurrerits due, respecti~e. 
Iy, to the reduction of O2 and flJ9 +, Wo,(E) and WH,o+ (E·) 
are the tunneling probabilities for electron transfer from the ,- , , 
semiconductor to O2 and H30+ at energy EtoE + dE, and _ 
GH,o" (k) m 't,he n~mber of O2 and H30+'leve1s 'in solution 
at' energy E 'to E + dE; respectiv:ely. Let it 1?e assumed that 
ali excited ~lectrons arriving at the surface ha~e an energy at 
the bottom of the conduction band.' If the entire (potential 
difference) p,d,' occu,rs in'the semieond1!ct<?r, ' 
'.9" . ,. ' 

I ip ~Jp.o, + ip,H,O .. a}pWHWH,o" GH,o" + Wo, Go, ), (6) . . . 
where}p (V) is the number of photoexcited electron~ arriving 
at the semiconductor surface when the potential is V, WHO" , . 
a~d Wo, are the, tunneling probabilites for electron transfer 
to H]O + and'02. respectively, at the energy of the bottom of 
the conduction band, and GH',o .. and Go, are the number of 
Oi'and' H30+ levels in tht;l double layer. at the energy of the 
bottom of the conduction band. If the potential difference is 

~ , ' -
entirely in the semiconductor. Wand G dO'not depend on the '. . ,. , 
electrode.poteNial, becaus~ the energy level of the bottom of 
the condUl;tioh band at the surface is pinned. I H~nce the pho

. tQCuITent·potential cu~e should be q!1alitatively simi~ar !O 
t~~jp-V curiv~_ ~~ Fig. 2._ 
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FIG. 2" Potenti!l(depel!dence ofj~ and_ WG. Notation in lellt. 
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However, if a potential drop in the double !ayer in the 

solution is taken into account. this is tantamount to a poten-. . -
tial depe~dence of Wand G, the valu.es.ofwhich will in2rease 
untin~ey correspoiiCl,to'the ~rourfd state of ttie'a~tor 
concerned (the level otwhich has maxfmum width in Fig. 3). 

Tne situation is to be seen in Fig. 3. The bottom of the 
conduction aM the top of the valence ban~ at:the surface 
have now moved from their pinned positions by J.il¢H' .,- "", 
which representS t~t part of the total pot~~tialfliffer~nce.at 
Pte)nterfa:~e which is in the,Hehnholtzdouble laye.r in the 
solution. At least ih cathodic processes at the semiconduCw 

. tor:soluti~n interface, e1ectrpns !lave to penetrate an "ener
gy barrier". sliown in Fig. 3 as a parabola. The height at 

~ 

'Yhich the e1etrons penetrate the'barrier cb,anges (referred to 
the top of the barrier) from Uft>pand Uv thus making the bar- ' 
rier lower and hence easier:. to penetrate. The corresponding 
energy di~tances between the ground state ofthe acCeptor 
changes fromJ.H (e)jbp toJ.H(e)v, thus makinga largernum-
ber of acceptor levels availat>le'in solution. ~: 

The behavior of the various entities affecting the cur
renJ is shown in Fig. 4, where the current is in arbitrary units 
a.u. The availability of the electrons inside the semiconduc
tods given byjp and represented by----1'The J.ower set 
of dotted lines refers to Wo, Go, 'for electron t~nsfeF to O2 

and the highEfr one, that the H)O+. The result [Eq.·(4)] for ip 
is the solid 'line. " -> 
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FIG. 4. P!;lteilti~1 dependen~ ofj~ W o, GG,' and 'ip • Notation in tq;~ _ . . 
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Thus this solid line agrees qualitatively with the experi
mental result of Fig. I and is discrepant with the ~ndication 

ofEq. (I) (the rate detennining step is in the semiconductor) 
or Fig. 2 (the rate detennining step is charge transfer, but 
neglects the p.d. in the double layer). 

CONCLUSION 

Evidence is presented for photoelectrochemica1 phe: 
nomena at CdTe-NaOH which is consistent with two as
pects of the relevant models usually denied: (I) There is, in 
the system concerned, a significant part of the potential dif
ference at the interface which extends to the Helmholtz layer 
in solution. (2) Electron transfer across the semiconductor
solution interface affects the net photoelectrochemical rate. 
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